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Abstract. This note extends a Lagrange multiplier theorem due to J. Zowe 
and S. Kurcyusz. Under some additional assumptions the required regularity 
condition can be weakened. The cone corresponding to the explicit constraint 
is replaced by its closure. 
In [5], J. Zowe and S. Kurcyusz considered the following optimization problem 
Minimize f ( x )  
subject to x ~ C c X and g(x)  ~ K, 
where f is a real functional defined on a real Banach space X, g is a map from X 
into a real Banach space Y and K is a closed convex cone in Y with vertex at the 
origin. 
For a set Q in a vector space and q0 ~ Q define Q(qO) as the conical hull of 
Q: 
Q ( q 0 ) : =  ( ~ ( q _ q O ) : ~ > ~ O , q ~ Q ) .  
Zowe and Kurcyusz proved the following result [5, Theorem 3.1] (cp. also 
Robinson's paper [3]). 
Theorem 1.1. Let x ° be an optimal solution of the considered problem and assume: 
(a) f is differentiable and g is continuously differentiable in the sense of Fr~chet 
with derivatives f ' ( x  °) and g ' (x°) ;  the set C is closed and convex; 
(b) g ' ( x ° )C(x° )  - K (g (x ° ) )  = Y. 
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Then there exists a Lagrange multiplier y* ~ IT* satisfying 
[ f ' ( x ° ) -y* .g ' ( x° ) ]h  >~ 0 for al lh ~ C(x°). (1.1) 
( y * , y )  >/ 0 for all y ~ K and (y*,g(x°))  = 0. (1.2) 
M. Brokate [1] analysed the regularity condition (b) for problems with C = X and 
showed that in some sense it cannot be improved. 
This note is motivated by problems where condition (b) is not satisfied, 
because the cone C(x °) is " too  small," and the analysis will be restricted to the 
case K = ((3). I will give conditions under which one can replace C(x °) by 
cl C(x °) in the regularity condition. Furthermore, the differentiability assumption 
is weakened. 
The following example illustrates that C(x °) need not be closed, even if C is. 
Example 1.1. Let Q c R m be compact and convex and define 
C: = (u  ~ Z 2 ( [ 0  , l ] , R m )  : u ( t )  ~ Q a.e.). 
Then C is closed and convex in L2([0, 1],R"). However, for u ° ~ C, 
C(u° ) :  = ( X ( u -  u°) :  X >~ 0, u(t) ~ Q a.e.) 
is a proper subset of 
c lC(u  °) = (v ~ L 2 ( [ 0 , 1 ] , R ' ) :  v(t)  ~ r +  ( Q -  u°(t)) a.e.). 
If C(x °) is " too  small" it is a natural idea to restrict the image space Y of g. 
Then, however, one has also to restrict X in order to get a well-defined map g 
(which is not only defined on C(x°)). Hence we make the following assumption: 
There exist Banach spaces 5( c X and ~" c Y which are dense in (1.3) 
X and Y respectively such that C c 5( and g(S() c ~'. 
Thus we are faced with the following situation (Fig. 1): 
g 
~Y 
Fig. 1. Illustration of the problem treated in Thm. 1.2. 
Now suppose that the regularity conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied on the 
"lower level", i.e., 
f considered as a map on .~ with values in R is differentiable and 
g considered as a map on A" with values in ~" is continuously (1.4) 
differentiable in the sense of Frrchet with derivatives f ' (x  °) and 
g'(x°); the set C is convex and closed in A'; 
g ' ( x ° ) C ( x  °) = i'. (1.5) 
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Then, under the assumptions (1.3)-(1.5) there exists by Thm. 1.1 a Lagrange 
multiplier )7* ~ I"* satisfying 
[ f ' ( x ° ) - ) 7 * ' g ' ( x ° ) ] h  >~ 0 fo ra l l h  ~ C ( x ° ) .  (1.6) 
Every element of Y* can be considered as a continuous linear functional on Y, 
but the converse is not true. Thus the question arises, under what conditions )7* 
can continuously be extended to a functional on Y. The following theorem is the 
main contribution of this note. 
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that conditions (1.3)-(1.5) are satisfied, and let )7* be a 
Lagrange multiplier satisfying (1.6). Furthermore, assume 
f ' (  x °) and g'( x °) can be extended to continuous linear maps on X with (1.7) 
values in R and Y, respectively; 
g ' ( x ° ) c l x C ( x  °) = Y. (1.8) 
Then )7* can continuously be extended to Y. 
The main tool in the proof of Thm. 1.2 is the following generalized open 
mapping theorem due to Zowe and Kurcyusz [5, Thm. 2.1] (cp. also [4]) which is 
specialized to our situation. 
Let Xp and Yp denote the balls around 0 with radius p > 0 in X and Y 
respectively. 
Theorem 1.3. Suppose Q is a closed convex subset of X. Let qO ~ Q and T be a 
continuous linear map on X with values in Y. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) Y =  TO( q °) 
(ii) Y~ c T((Q - q°)¢3 X1) for some p > 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We have to show that 37" is bounded on a ball around the 
origin in Y. In order to apply Thm. 1.3, we make the following definitions: 
Q:= clxC(xO),  q0:= 0, T:= g ' ( x ° ) .  
Then Q is a closed and convex cone and 
Q(qO) = (?~(q_qO):?~>~O,q~clxC(xO))  = clxC(xO);  
furthermore, 
Q _ qO = clxC(xO).  
The assumptions of Thm. 1.3 are satisfied and (i) means 
Y = g ' ( x ° ) c l x C ( x ° ) ,  i.e., (1.8). 
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Hence there exists O > 0 such that 
Yp c g ' ( x° ) (c lxC(x° )nX1)  (1.9) 
Now observe that for every x ~ clxC(x°)N X l there is a sequence (xn) c C(x°)N 
X 2 converging to x. 
Hence by (1.7) and (1.9))7* is bounded on Yo if it is bounded on 
g'(x°)(C(x°)n X2). F o r y  ~ g'(x°)(C(x°)N X2) c Y there is h ~ C(x °) with Ilhllx 
~< 2 and y = g'(x°)h. By (1.6) it follows that 
()7", Y) = ()7", g ' ( x ° ) h )  
<~ f ' ( x ° )h  
211f'(x°)ll 
where IIf'(x°)ll is the norm of f ' ( x  °) considered as a functional on X. The same 
arguments applied to - y show that )7* is bounded on Yo- 
This proves Thm. 1.2. [] 
Remark 1.1. Thm. 1.2 explains the general structure which underlies the proof in 
the second part of [2]. 
Remark 1.2. In Thin. 1.2, it is not necessary to assume that f and g are defined 
on all of X. 
Let A(x °) denote the set of Lagrange multipliers y* ~ Y* satisfying 
[ f ' ( x ° ) - y * ' g ' ( x ° ) ] h  >1 0 (1.10) 
for all h ~ C( x°). 
Then the following result holds: 
Proposition 1.1. Let the assumptions of Thm. 1.2 be satisfied. Then A(x °) is a 
bounded set in Y*. 
Proof. By continuity, the inequality (1.10) holds on clxC(x°). Furthermore, 
Thm. 1.3 implies that for some 0 >  0 and for all y ~ Y  with IlYllr~<p there is 
h ~ clxC(x °) with Ilhll ~< 1 a n d y  = g'(x°)h. Hence, for anyy*  ~ A(x°),  
(y*, y) = (y . ,  g'(x°)h) 
<~ f ' ( x ° )h  
~< IIf'(x°)Jl 
The same argument applied to - y shows that [lY*I[ is bounded. [] 
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